We give a definition and derive the equations of motion for the center of mass and angular momentum of an axially symmetric, isolated system that emits gravitational and electromagnetic radiation. A central feature of this formulation is the use of Newman-Unti cuts at null infinity that are generated by worldlines of the spacetime. We analyze some consequences of the results and comment on the generalization of this work to general asymptotically flat spacetimes.
Introduction
The notion of center of mass for an isolated system is very important in newtonian theory. It is used to define the linear and intrinsic angular momentum of the system, both conserved observables in the theory. However, its generalization to General Relativity (GR) has proved to be a non trivial task.
A major obstacle to a relativistic definition is the fact that energy or momentum cannot be local quantities. One cannot use the Energy Momentum tensor of a system as in other theories since gravitational waves carry away energy and momentum and nevertheless are solutions of Ricci flat equations. Thus, one must search for global definitions of these quantities. Also one must bear in mind that, unless the spacetime is stationary, energy or momentum of an isolated system are not conserved in GR due to the emission of gravitational radiation.
Fortunately there are ways to overcome, at least in principle, these difficulties. One has available in the literature the notion of an asymptotically flat spacetime, the appropriate framework to analyze isolated systems in GR. For those spacetimes one can define the notion of Bondi mass and linear momentum and write down equations of motion linking their time evolution with the emitted gravitational radiation. All that is needed then is to relate these variables to a suitable definition of center of mass, characterized by a worldline R a , such that P a = MṘ a + radiative corrections. The problem is how to select this worldline. There is available in the literature two nice approaches based on information that can be retrieved at null infinity I .
One approach that has been carried out by Newman and collaborators is based on the introduction of asymptotically shear free null congruences, i.e., congruences such that at I have vanishing shear. At null infinity this congruence appears to come from a point in Minkowski space. This asymptotically shear free condition yields a family of two-surfaces, "good cuts", that are constructed from special solutions of the Good Cut equation. This family is characterized by complex worldlines in a fiducial holographic space.
Furthermore, the vanishing of the complex mass dipole term at I singles out a particular worldline of this family. Its real part gives the center of mass while the imaginary part is by definition the intrinsic angular momentum per unit mass. Assuming a quadrupole radiation and using any available definition of total angular momentum (where all of them coincide) one obtains equations of motion coupling center of mass, intrinsic angular momentum and radiation. (A complete description is available at a Living Reviews [1] ).
The other approach has been done by Moreschi [2] . In this case one first defines the notion of "supermomentum" at I and then asks for a special family of cuts, called nice cuts, where the supermomentum only has an l = 0 and l = 1 spherical harmonics decomposition. Again one obtains another holographic solution space and one special worldline in this space is selected, via a similar condition as above, as the center of mass. Furthermore. Moreschi defines the notion of total angular momentum [3] and its restriction to the center of mass worldline yields the intrinsic angular momentum of the system. Both formulations coincide at a linear level if the gravitational radiation is pure quadrupole. In spite of the clever ideas used in both approaches to define a global notion of center of mass there are some drawbacks that one must mention since in the end the definition should be used in gravitational wave astronomy to characterize the dynamics of compact highly energetic objects like AGN or binary systems such as BH-BH or BH-NS.
It is not true that light coming from distant isolated systems is asymptotically shear free. In fact the shear of light coming from these sources is used to define weak lensing effects in GR. Most important, neither the nice cuts nor the good cuts are related to the future light cones from points inside the spacetime.
One can write down the equation that must be satisfied by any light cone cut at I coming from a worldline in the spacetime [4] . None of these approaches satisfy this equation up to second and higher orders.
The idea of this note is to use the light cone cut equation recently obtained [4] together with ideas borrowed from the two approaches to define center of mass and intrinsic angular momentum. So far, there is not available in the literature a satisfactory definition of angular momentum for non-stationary spacetimes without symmetries. To overcome this difficulty we will consider here axially symmetric spacetimes since in this case there is a suitable definition of angular momentum.
This work is divided in five sections and two appendices. Section 2 is devoted to the mathematical tools and definitions needed for this work. Readers familiar with the Newman-Penrose formulation, asymptotic flatness and the Komar integral may skip this section. Sections 3 and 4 constitute the core of the paper. Finally, in the Conclusions we summarize our results and outline a generalization of this formalism to arbitrary spacetimes.
Foundations
There are many result that are needed for this work. In this section, we introduce several of the key ideas and the basic tools that are indispensable in our later discussions. A thorough derivations of these results are given in the references.
Asymptotically flat spacetime and I

+
The notion of asymptotically flatness is the adequate tool to analyze the gravitational and electromagnetic radiation coming from an arbitrary compact source. A spacetime can be thought of as asymptotically flat if the curvature tensor vanishes as infinity is approached along the future-directed null geodesics of the spacetime. All the null geodesics and up at what is referred to as future null infinity, I
+ , the future boundary of the spacetime [1] , [5] . We introduce a natural set of coordinates in the neighborhood of I + called Bondi coordinates (u B , r, ζ, ζ). In this system, the Bondi time u B labels a special family of null surfaces whose intersection with I are two spheres, r is the affine parameter along each null geodesic of the constant u B surface and ζ = e iϕ cot θ 2 , is the complex stereographic angle that labels the null geodesics of the null surface.
Associated with the Bondi coordinates is a null tetrad system based on these outgoing null hypersurfaces labeled by (l a , n a , m a , m a ). The first tetrad vector l a is defined as [5] l a = ∇ a u B .
(2.1)
Thus, l a = g ab ∇ b u B is a null vector tangent to the geodesics of the surface. For the second tetrad vector we pick a null vector n a normalized to l a n a l a = 1 (2.
2)
The tetrad is finally completed with the choice of a complex null vector m a orthogonal to l a and n a m a m a = −1 (2.
3)
The spacetime metric is then [5] 
There is a great number of tetrad freedom, but the most important for us is a different choice of the original
where Z(u, ζ, ζ) is a real function. Let us denote by T the inverse function Z, so
is easy to show thatṪ = 1 Z ′ , then the rest of the coordinate system and the tetrad system are then constructed as before.
A second freedom introduces the concept of spin weight [5] . A quantity η that transforms as η → e isλ η under a rotation m a → e iλ m a is said to have a spin weight s. For any function f (u, ζ, ζ), we can define two differential operators ð and ð by
where f has a spin weight s and P is the conformal factor defining the sphere metric
note that for axial symmetry, the operators ð and ð act as derived on θ. In addition, all functions will be functions that do not depend of φ. In Eqs. (2.7) and (2.8), the conformal factor P is arbitrary. However, in Bondi coordinates, the conformal factor is restricted to
The Newman-Penrose formalism
Although the Newman-Penrose (NP) formalism is the basic working tool for our analysis, we will simply give an outline of the formulation and leave the reference [5] for details. We focus in the general form of the asymptotically flat solutions of Einstein-Maxwell equations in Bondi coordinates.
The NP version [5] , [6] of the vacuum Einstein (or the Einstein-Maxwell) equations uses the tetrad components λ
rather than the metric, as the basic variable. The metric, Eq. (2.4) can be written as
The Ricci rotation coefficients γ c df are defined by [5] , [6] 
the 12 spin coefficients are defined as combinations of the γ c df :
The third basic variable in the NP formalism is the Weyl tensor or, equivalently, the following five complex tetrad components of the Weyl tensor:
When an electromagnetic field is present, we include the complex tetrad components of the Maxwell
into the equations [1] , [5] . The Peeling theorem of Sachs [7] tell us that the behavior of the Weyl scalar and the maxwell tensor is given by:
where the quantities with a zero superscript are function only of (u B , ζ, ζ). The spin coefficients and metric variables are given as [1] , [5] .
where the relationships among the r-independent functions
Finally we return to the choice of the null tetrad. If we start from the rescaled metric g ab * = Z ′2 g ab the tangent vector to the generators of I is rescaled as n a * = Z ′ n a . Using this null vector we can define all the other vectors of the new tetrad as
where
In the above ð (uB ) or ð (u) means to apply the eth operator keeping u B or u constant respectively. From this tetrad we can define the new Weyl scalar [1] , [11] 
from which we can write the following approximation 
Evolution equations and physical definitions
Using the peeling theorem all the radial part of Einstein equations can be integrated leaving only the Bianchi identities at I as the unsolved equations. Some of those equations are used to relate Weyl scalars with the free Bondi data, i.e., [5] 
In the above σ 0 is the free data. From Eq. (2.28) we can define the so called mass aspect [1]
which satisfies the following condition Ψ = Ψ (2.32) and finally the evolution equations (Bianchi identities) [5] 
Using the mass aspect Ψ withψ 0 2 , the second of the asymptotic Bianchi identities can be rewritten in the concise formΨ
Note that in the above equation the gravitational radiation σ 0 and the electromagnetic radiation φ 0 2 determine the mass aspect Ψ. In addition, we can define the Bondi mass and linear momentum as
and one can easily see that the Bondi mass decreases as a result of the emitted radiation.
Angular Momentum
The definition of angular momentum in general relativity has proven to be a major task which so far does not have a satisfactory solution. Basically the problem lies at identifying a canonical origin at null infinity. However, for vacuum axially symmetric spacetimes one can use the Komar integral associated with the rotation Killing field ξ a (ϕ) and write a conserved quantity
We now want to extend this definition to include the contribution of the electromagnetic radiation. Using Stokes theorem and the fact that ξ a (ϕ) is a Killing field we have
where ∂Σ is the boundary of the hypersurface Σ. Since the Killing vector is tangent to I , ie ξ b (ϕ) n b = 0, we can replace the Ricci tensor by the stress energy tensor T ab , in the above, i.e.,
Inserting the stress-energy tensor of electromagnetic field
Since we can choose the Maxwell potential to have axial symmetry and the Maxwell field is pure radiation we have in addition ξ
Thus,
Using Stokes theorem once again, we finally obtain
We thus redefine the angular momentum Eq. (3.1), to include electromagnetic field, as
The first integrand is the original gravitational term whereas the second one is the electromagnetic contribution. Using the N-P formalism [5] one can write Eq. (3.8) as (see Appendix A),
where A 0 (u B , ζ,ζ) is the Maxwell potential free data related to the electromagnetic radiation via
The new conserved quantity J z T will be called total angular momentum for any axially symmetric Einstein-Maxwell spacetime ieJ 
Center of mass
Since by assumption the spacetime is axially symmetric we will also assume the center of mass is given by a worldline R a (u) along the axis of symmetry, i.e., along the z-axis. We recall that in section 2.2, we introduced a null tetrad based on outgoing null hypersurfaces u = const. We will then assume that this family of hypersurfaces has been generated by the future light cones of R a (u). The intersection of these light cones with I + yield Newman-Unti coordinates (u, ζ,ζ). The basic idea is to start with the mass dipole term at I in a Bondi frame, use Eq. (2.27) to write down the transformation equation to a NewmanUnti frame and demand that the mass dipole term vanishes on the u = const. slices. (A similar idea has been used before in the Kozameh-Newman approach for axially symmetric spacetimes [8] but as we will see later following both approaches yield different results.)
Analysis and definition
In a Bondi frame, the mass dipole momentum for asymptotically flat spacetime is defined to be the real part of the l = 1 component of Re[ψ The basic idea to obtain the center of mass is to start by imposing the condition that on the u = const cuts generated by the worldline R a (u), the mass dipole momentum vanishes. Then, using the relation (2.27) and expanding ψ 0 1 in a tensorial spherical harmonic basis as
one should obtain a relationship between ℜ[psi 0i 1 (u B )] and the center of mass worldlineṘ i . Following this prescription, and using Eq.(2.27), on a u = const. slice we impose
where we have replaced u B by the function u B = Z(R a (u), ζ,ζ). Furthermore, using a slow motion approximation and keeping up to first order terms in the velocity of the center of mass we write
where we assume δu is small. Thus, we make a Taylor expansion of
decompose each term in spherical harmonics and demand that on the u = const. cut the l = 1 part of this series vanishes. The Taylor expansion yields
where we have omitted second order terms in δu. Taking the l = 1 part of the above expression and putting it equal to zero yields the following expression,
i.e., the real, l = 1 part of ψ 0 1 can be written in terms of the center of mass and other Weyl scalars at null infinity.
Inserting the following tensorial spin-s harmonics expansion [12] 
where we have defined
(Since we assume axial symmetry, R i (u) only has a z component. Likewise, all the high order tensors are symmetric, diagonal and trace-free.)
We now take a small digression to concentrate on the light cone cut function Z = u + δu defined as the intersection of the future lightcone from a worldline x a (u) with I + . The function Z dynamically depends on the matter and radiation content of the spacetime via the solution of the Einstein equations, i.e., the light cone cut function is dynamical variable and we do not make any a priori assumption about its behaviour. Z satisfies the equation
and Λ satisfies the Einstein's equations (it vanishes for a flat spacetime). The freedom in the solution is given by a combination of l = 0, 1 spherical harmonics since they are annihilated by the ð 2 operator. One can write this freedom as
where int he last equality we have thrown away quadratic and higher order terms in v i (u). The function Λ only contains l = 2 and higher spherical harmonics decomposition which are completely determined from the Einstein's equations. For example, if we assume a vacuum spacetime in the neighborhood of null infinity, the linearized equation for Λ is given bȳ
It follows from the above equation that given any point x a of the spacetime, the l = 2 and higher terms of Z are completely determined from σ B (u, ζ,ζ). For example, up to linear order terms in σ B and/or x i we have 6) where the subscript R means the real part of the complex quantities.
i . For the particular assumption given in (4.5), (4.6) we get
It follows from the Bianchi identities that the time evolution of Ψ is quadratic inσ B . Assuming σ B , Ψ ij , and Ψ ijk vanish at u B = −∞ and keeping up to second order terms in σ B or R i we get the following expression
We have thus obtained an explicit relationship between the coordinate of the center of mass R i and the Weyl scalars defined at Null Infinity. Even if we assume a more involved field equation for Z giving a functional dependence of x ij and x ijk on R i as well as on σ B , Eq.(4.2) will give an algebraic expression relating R i with the Weyl scalars at null infinity from which one can solve for the center of mass worldline.
To obtain a relation between the velocity of the center of mass and the Bondi linear momentum we take a time derivative of (4.8). Using again the Bianchi identities yields the following expression
(In the above expression we have omitted the termsṀ ,Ṗ i ,Ψ ij ,Ψ ijk since they are quadratic in σ B and φ 0 2 .) Since all the vector quantities are aligned with the symmetry axis and the tensor variables are symmetric and trace free, we can get a simplified form of the equations as
These equations provide explicit relations between D z , P z and R z , V z . The equation for the linear momentum can also be written as a sum of different parts as
with
14)
emphasizing the role of each contribution to the total linear momentum. The leading term in (4.15) is proportional to the charge times the time derivative of the electric dipole contribution. If one further assumes that the dipole contribution is due to a charged particle with worldline R i one recovers a known result, the Abraham-Lorentz momentum [9] . However we are here concerned with astrophysical compact objects and this term usually vanishes.
Equation of motion
Taking a time derivative of (4.11) and inserting the Biachi identitẏ
gives the equation of motion for the center of mass,
For completeness we also give the mass loss equatioṅ
From the r.h.s. of (4.18) we define the notion of gravitational and electromagnetic forces, i.e.,
Note that the gravitational force vanishes when the quadrupole or octupole moment vanish. In this case the electromagnetic radiation will produce the acceleration of the center of mass. This acceleration, however, will be negligible for most situations. Since the mass loss equation has a separate contribution from the quadrupole and octupole moment, the net effect in this situation will be a reduction of the gravitational mass of the system while the center of mass remains at rest. On the other hand, most head-on collisions between compact objects will produce quadrupole and octupole radiation terms and there will be a net acceleration of the center of mass.
It also follows from Eq. (4.18) that there are no runaway solutions. The functionsσ zz R , F G and F EM decrease to zero as u → ∞. Asymptotically this equation gives a constant velocity if the total radiation is finite. Thus, the motion of the center of mass does not have runaway behavior.
Applications
In this section we will first check that the formalism developed gives the correct answer for the cases where definitions have already been given. We will also compare our work with others to analyze similarities and differences in the definitions of linear and angular momentum. We begin with applying this formalism to the case of a stationary and axially symmetric spacetime.
Stationary and axially symmetric spacetime
First consider the Kerr metric, in this case we have ψ 
where a is the angular parameter. The real part of ψ which corresponds to the angular momentum of the Kerr spacetime. If now we consider the Kerr-Newman case, the development is very similar to the Kerr case. Note that in Eq. (A.14) A c m c = 0, so we get the same equations
note that although these equations are identical, the evolution of the mass center is different for KerrNewman spacetime due to the presence of electromagnetic fields.
Massive explosions or head on collisions.
We consider here either a massive explosion of an isolated system, like type I supernova, or a massive head-on collision. We assume that initially the center of mass is at rest. Immediately after the explosion or collision the acceleration of the center of mass will be given by
Note that if either the quadrupole or octupole term vanishes there is no gravitational contribution to the acceleration. Any collision will have a quadrupole term but only collisions between uneven masses will also have an octupole contribution. Likewise, the electromagnetic force will be dominated by the radiation term since for most astrophysical objects φ 0 1 = 0. Although total angular momentum is conserved, the coupling between gravitational and electromagnetic angular momentum gives a transfer mechanism by which the system can gain or loose intrinsic angular momentum. Consider for simplicity that initially the system does not have angular momentum. After the explosion or collision the system will acquire an intrinsic gravitational angular momentum if electromagnetic radiation is emitted, i.e., from
the electromagnetic angular momentum creates an intrinsic gravitational angular momentum in the opposite direction of the electromagnetic one. This effect could be important in charged isolated systems like the positron cloud discovered by the COMPTON detector in GRO, but will be negligible for most cases.
Comparison with AKN equations
In this subsection we will compare our equations with the Adamo-Kozameh-Newman (AKN) equations for linear and angular momentum. For simplicity we will consider a vacuum spacetime in the neighborhood of null infinity and assume the gravitational radiation only has quadrupole terms. Directly from [1] we write
In this work the equivalent equations are given by
and
as one can see from applying the Komar approach and using a Bondi and a Newman-Unti cut as the boundary ∂Σ.
Although both formulations agree for stationary spacetimes, they differ when gravitational radiation is present. It follows from the Bianchi identities and the Komar integral for the axially symmetric Killing field that either in this or the AKN formulation we have
Thus, in this formulation S z = const. and V z decreases to an asymptotic value after the gravitational radiation is emitted. In the AKN formulation both V z and S z are functions of time and obey a coupled system of ODEs. They also decay to an asymptotic value when the gravitational radiation is emitted.
Also in this formulation the relationship between total and intrinsic angular momentum appears to be natural. Since the orbital part of the angular momentum vanishes when the center of mass vector R i and the velocity V i are aligned along the z-axis, one expects that the intrinsic and total angular momentum should be equal. In the AKN formulation, the intrinsic angular momentum depends on the position and velocity of the center of mass and one does not expect this kind of relation. However, naturalness is not easy to define when gravitational radiation is present and it may well be that a more involved relationship of the form given in (5.7) is correct. A nice test for the two formulations will be available when gravitational wave astronomy is finally developed.
Conclusions
Using the available geometric structure of asymptotically flat spacetimes together with conservation laws that arise when those spacetimes are axially symmetric, we have defined the notion of linear and angular momentum for Einstein Maxwell spaces.
Furthermore, using the light cone equation we have been able to identify worldlines inside the spacetime with Newman Unti cuts at null infinfity. The center of mass worldline R a is then selected by imposing the condition that the mass dipole moment at null infinity vanishes when restricted to the center of mass NU cut. Using the available Bianchi identities at I + one obtains a relationship between the center of mass velocity and the Bondi momentum as well as the equation of motion of R a . Several nice highlights of this approach are
• A definition of angular momentum when electromagnetic fields are present.
• A definition of center of mass worldline and velocity which are algebraically related to radiation fields at null infinity.
• Definitions of gravitational and electromagnetic forces in terms of radiation fields.
• Appropriate behaviour of the equations of motion (no runaway solutions).
• A natural relationship between intrinsic and total angular momentum (they are the same in this case).
The equations of motion could be used in astrophysical situations when the system has axial symmetry to predict the motion of the center of mass if the radiation is detected or to predict the amount of radiation if the velocity and acceleration of the center of mass is available.
The formalism is ready to be generalized for spaces without symmetries and it will be considered in future work. In the generalization we expect some new features that are absent in axially symmetric spaces. Since at the moment there is no definition of angular momentum that has been universally accepted one can either work with a parameter dependent definition or use a suitable radiation data where all the definitions agree. It is left for the future to find a new definition of angular momentum for any kind of gravitational radiation. Acknowledgements: this research has been supported by grants from CONICET and the Agencia Nacional de Ciencia y Tecnología.
A Komar integral and angular momentum
In vacuum spaces the Komar integral of the Killing field ξ b (ϕ) yields a definition of the z-component of the angular momentum,
One can explicitly integrate this equation in the N-P formalism to obtain a formula at I in terms of the spin coefficients. We first write the Killing vector field ξ b (ϕ) as a combination of the null tetrad vectors as
and the two-dimensional surface area can also be expressed as
thus the Komar integral can be written as
Using Eqs. [10] . Thus, the Komar integral can be written as
where we have used the axial symmetry to integrate in the azimuth direction. Finally, this integral gives the following definition of angular momentum [13] 
We can follow a similar calculation with Eq. (3.8)
Using the fact that [5]
(A.12) the second integral can be put in the form
so, we can define the total angular momentum as
Using the tetrad decomposition of the vector killing field ξ Thus, the total angular momentum is finally expressed as
B Tensorial spin-s harmonics products
We present a table of tensorial harmonics products which complete the list of product [12] .
Products of the form
with the superscript s = 0, 1.
ijklm − (B.10)
ijklm − (B.14)
where (with s = 0, 1)
ijklmn + (B.20) = (δ ij δ lm ǫ knf + δ ij δ ln ǫ kmf + δ ij δ nm ǫ klf + δ jk δ lm ǫ inf + δ jk δ ln ǫ imf + +δ jk δ nm ǫ ilf + δ ki δ lm ǫ jnf + δ ki δ ln ǫ jmf + δ ki δ nm ǫ jlf )Y 
